systems have become indispensable for reasoning in the world wide web; automatic termination checkers routinely prove the termination of complex programs. This special issue is dedicated to automated reasoning systems in their full variety.
The preparation of this special issue involved the same rigorous reviewing and selection process that is applied to regular submission to this journal. In the end, five papers out of 21 submissions were selected for publication. Two papers, focus on formalizing aspects of automatic theorem proving procedures in an interactive theorem prover;
A Verified Implementation of Algebraic Numbers in Isabelle/HOL by Sebastiaan Joosten, René Thiemann and Akihisa Yamada, In one case, the goal is to generate code automatically for a correct-by-construction automatic reasoning procedure. In the other case, the higher-order formulation enables more powerful automatic reasoning later.
The remaining three papers discuss automatic reasoning systems: The first two provide results on the overall development of such systems for specific logics whereas the third paper addresses the problem of proof representation, pushing the integration of automatic and interactive theorem proving.
